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Trend-Driven Innovation
A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the globe as a highly
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recommended read for anyone interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA,
authors Jeffrey Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and bestselling author Clayton Christensen
(The Innovator’s Dilemma, The Innovator’s Solution, How Will You Measure Your
Life?) build on what we know about disruptive innovation to show how individuals
can develop the skills necessary to move progressively from idea to impact. By
identifying behaviors of the world’s best innovators—from leaders at Amazon and
Apple to those at Google, Skype, and Virgin Group—the authors outline five
discovery skills that distinguish innovative entrepreneurs and executives from
ordinary managers: Associating, Questioning, Observing, Networking, and
Experimenting. Once you master these competencies (the authors provide a selfassessment for rating your own innovator’s DNA), the authors explain how to
generate ideas, collaborate to implement them, and build innovation skills
throughout the organization to result in a competitive edge. This innovation
advantage will translate into a premium in your company’s stock price—an
innovation premium—which is possible only by building the code for innovation
right into your organization’s people, processes, and guiding philosophies. Practical
and provocative, The Innovator’s DNA is an essential resource for individuals and
teams who want to strengthen their innovative prowess.

The Innovator's DNA
An invaluable resource for professionals who wish to write book evaluations—and
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for all serious fans of children's literature! This revised edition of From Cover to
Cover offers a fresh, up-to-date look at some of the best examples of children’s
literature and also includes practical advice on how to write clearly articulated,
reasoned opinions so that others can learn about books they have not yet read. A
brief, updated introduction clearly explains how children’s books evolve from
manuscripts into bound books and the importance of the many different parts of a
book (jacket flaps, title page, copyright, etc.) and changes in the children’s book
industry, such as the creation of two new major genre awards. In addition, the
author demonstrates how to think about and critically evaluate several different
genres of children’s books. Included are sections about books of information (and
the author’s responsibility to document sources); traditional literature (myths,
legends, tall tales, folktales); poetry, verse, rhymes, and songs; picture books; easy
readers and traditional books; and fiction and graphic novels. There is also a
concluding chapter on how to write reviews that are both descriptive and
analytical, including a segment on children’s literature blogs. Updated material
includes: •An introduction that reflects the many changes in the children’s book
industry •A section on genres, including a discussion of graphic novels •A section
on children’s literature blogs •An introduction of two new major genre awards: the
Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award and the Theodor Seuss Geisel Award
•And more than 90% of the books cited have been updated from the first edition to
more recent publications!
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World Class Learners
This book is one of the first to explore how Chinese companies are feeling the
impulse of emerging business trends and seizing opportunities brought by
technology innovation. It consists case studies of 7 Chinese companies: 3DMed,
Wechat from Tencent, Shanghai GM, CP Group, Alibaba, AutoNavi, and ICBC. Each
Chinese company has its unique perspectives and different ways to make
transformation and business model adjustments. The book helps fill the gap
between the global interest in “Innovate in China” and the limited availability of
cases on innovations in the country. It is a valuable reference resource for readers
in China and beyond wishing to address challenges in the context of growing
digital technologies and overwhelming business trends.

Innovations in Competitive Manufacturing
Nothing is more important to business success than innovation . . . And here’s what
you can do about it on Monday morning with the definitive how-to book from the
world’s leading authority on innovation When it comes to innovation, Curt Carlson
and Bill Wilmot of SRI International know what they are talking about—literally. SRI
has pioneered innovations that day in and day out are part of the fabric of your life,
such as: • The computer mouse and the personal computer interface you use at
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home and work • The high-definition television in your living room • The unusual
numbers at the bottom of your checks that enable your bank to maintain your
account balance correctly • The speech-recognition system used by your financial
services firm when you call for your account balance or to make a transaction.
Each of these innovations—and literally hundreds of others—created new value for
customers. And that’s the central message of this book. Innovation is not about
inventing clever gadgets or just “creativity.” It is the successful creation and
delivery of a new or improved product or service that provides value for your
customer and sustained profit for your organization. The first black-and-white
television, for example, was just an interesting, cool invention until David Sarnoff
created an innovation—a network—that delivered programming to an audience.
The genius of this book is that it provides the “how” of innovation. It makes
innovation practical by getting two groups who are often disconnected—the
managers who make decisions and the people on the front lines who create the
innovations—onto the same page. Instead of smart people grousing about the
executive suite not recognizing a good idea if they tripped over it and the folks on
the top floor wondering whether the people doing the complaining have an
understanding of market realities, Carlson and Wilmot’s five disciplines of
innovation focus attention where it should be: on the creation of valuable new
products and services that meet customer needs. Innovation is not just for the
“lone genius in the garage” but for you and everyone in your enterprise. Carlson
and Wilmot provide a systematic way to make innovation practical, one intimately
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tied to the way things get done in your business. Teamwork isn't enough.
Creativity isn't enough. A new product idea isn't enough. True innovation is about
delivering value to customers. Innovation reveals the value-creating processes
used by SRI International, the organization behind the computer mouse, robotic
surgery, and domain names. Curt Carlson and Bill Wilmot show you how to use
these practical, tested processes to create great customer value for your
organization.

Serial Innovators
Reveals the importance of innovation in American global competitiveness, profiling
some of today's most compelling young innovators while explaining how they have
succeeded through the unconventional methods of parents, teachers, and
mentors.

The Innovator’s Book
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo (Managing Director of Uncommon Schools) shows leaders
how they can raise their schools to greatness by following a core set of principles.
These seven principles, or "levers," allow for consistent, transformational, and
replicable growth. With intentional focus on these areas, leaders will leverage
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much more learning from the same amount of time investment. Fundamentally,
each of these seven levers answers the core questions of school leadership: What
should an effective leader do, and how and when should they do it. Aimed at all
levels of school leadership, the book is for any principal, superintendent, or
educator who wants to be a transformational leader. The book includes 30 video
clips of top-tier leaders in action. These videos bring great schools to you, and
support a deeper understanding of both the components of success and how it
looks as a whole. There are also many helpful rubrics, extensive professional
development tools, calendars, and templates. Explores the core principles of
effective leadership Author's charter school, North Star Academy in Newark, New
Jersey, received the highest possible award given by the U.S. Department of
Education; the National Blue Ribbon Print version includes an instructive DVD with
30 video clips to show how it looks in real life. E-book customers: please note that
details on how to access the content from the DVD may be found in the e-book
Table of Contents. Please see the section: "How to Access DVD Contents" BambrickSantoyo has trained more than 1,800 school leaders nationwide in his work at
Uncommon Schools and is a recognized expert on transforming schools to achieve
extraordinary results.

Better Together
A groundbreaking prescription for health care reform--from a legendary leader in
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innovation . . . Our health care system is in critical condition. Each year, fewer
Americans can afford it, fewer businesses can provide it, and fewer government
programs can promise it for future generations. We need a cure, and we need it
now. Harvard Business School’s Clayton M. Christensen—whose bestselling The
Innovator’s Dilemma revolutionized the business world—presents The Innovator’s
Prescription, a comprehensive analysis of the strategies that will improve health
care and make it affordable. Christensen applies the principles of disruptive
innovation to the broken health care system with two pioneers in the field—Dr.
Jerome Grossman and Dr. Jason Hwang. Together, they examine a range of
symptoms and offer proven solutions. YOU’LL DISCOVER HOW “Precision medicine”
reduces costs and makes good on the promise of personalized care Disruptive
business models improve quality, accessibility, and affordability by changing the
way hospitals and doctors work Patient networks enable better treatment of
chronic diseases Employers can change the roles they play in health care to
compete effectively in the era of globalization Insurance and regulatory reforms
stimulate disruption in health care

The Innovator's Solution
Bestselling education expert Tony Wagner's groundbreaking manifesto on how to
reform our schools and educate our children for the twenty-first century global
economy In The Global Achievement Gap, education expert Tony Wagner situates
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our school problems in the larger context of the demands of the global knowledge
economy. He illustrates that even in our best schools, we don't teach or test the
skills that matter most for the twenty-first century. Uncovering what motivates
today's generation to excel in school and the workplace, Wagner explores new
models of schools that are inspiring students to solve tough problems and
communicate at high levels. An education manifesto for the 21st century, The
Global Achievement Gap is a must-read for anyone interested in seeing our young
people achieve their full potential, while contributing to a strong economy and
vibrant democracy.

Creative Schools
As a community, aligning efforts across a community to support the safety and
well-being of vulnerable and underserved individuals is extraordinarily difficult.
These individuals suffer disproportionally from health issues, job loss, a lack of
stable housing, high utility costs, substance abuse, and homelessness. In addition
to medical care, these individuals often critically need access to community social
sector organizations that provide a distinct and complementary set of services,
such as housing, food services, emergency utility assistance, and employment
assistance. These services are just as vital as healthcare services to these
individuals’ long-term health and well-being, with data suggesting that 80–90% of
health outcomes can be attributed to factors beyond direct medical intervention.
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This book proposes a novel approach to the coordination of medicine and social
services through the use of people, process, and technology, with the goal being to
streamline coordination between medical and Community-Based Organizations and
to promote true cross-sector patient and client advocacy. The book is based on the
experience of Dallas, TX, which was one of the first metropolitan regions to
develop a comprehensive foundation for partnership between a community’s
clinical and social sectors using web-based information exchange. In the 5 years
since the initial launch, the authors have been able to provide seamless
connection, communication, and coordination between healthcare providers and a
wide array of community-based social service organizations (a/k/a CommunityBased Organizations or CBOs), criminal justice entities, and various other
community organizations, including non-collegiate educational systems. This
practical how-to guide is the codification of transferrable lessons from successes
and challenges faced when working with clinical, community, and government
leaders. By reading this playbook, leaders interested in building (or expanding)
connected clinical-community services will learn how to: 1) facilitate cross-sector
care coordination; 2) enable community care partners to better provide targeted
services to community residents; 3) reduce duplication of services across
partnering organizations; and 4) help to bridge service gaps in the currently
fragmented system. Implementation of services, as recommended in this book, will
ultimately streamline assistance efforts, reduce repeat crises and emergency
funding requests, help address disparities of care, and improve the health, safety,
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and well-being of the most vulnerable community residents.

Creating Innovators
"Following his blockbuster biography of Steve Jobs, The Innovators is Walter
Isaacson's revealing story of the people who created the computer and the
Internet. It is destined to be the standard history of the digital revolution and an
indispensable guide to how innovation really happens. What were the talents that
allowed certain inventors and entrepreneurs to turn their visionary ideas into
disruptive realities? What led to their creative leaps? Why did some succeed and
others fail? In his masterly saga, Isaacson begins with Ada Lovelace, Lord Byron's
daughter, who pioneered computer programming in the 1840s. He explores the
fascinating personalities that cr eated our current digital revolution, such as
Vannevar Bush, Alan Turing, John von Neumann, J.C.R. Licklider, Doug Engelbart,
Robert Noyce, Bill Gates, Steve Wozniak, Steve Jobs, Tim Berners-Lee, and Larry
Page. This is the story of how their minds worked and what made them so
inventive. It's also a narrative of how their ability to collaborate and master the art
of teamwork made them even more creative. For an era that seeks to foster
innovation, creativity, and teamwork, The Innovators shows how they happen"--

The Innovator's Hypothesis
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A revolutionary reappraisal of how to educate our children and young people by
Ken Robinson, the New York Times bestselling author of The Element and Finding
Your Element Ken Robinson is one of the world’s most influential voices in
education, and his 2006 TED Talk on the subject is the most viewed in the
organization’s history. Now, the internationally recognized leader on creativity and
human potential focuses on one of the most critical issues of our time: how to
transform the nation’s troubled educational system. At a time when standardized
testing businesses are raking in huge profits, when many schools are struggling,
and students and educators everywhere are suffering under the strain, Robinson
points the way forward. He argues for an end to our outmoded industrial
educational system and proposes a highly personalized, organic approach that
draws on today’s unprecedented technological and professional resources to
engage all students, develop their love of learning, and enable them to face the
real challenges of the twenty-first century. Filled with anecdotes, observations and
recommendations from professionals on the front line of transformative education,
case histories, and groundbreaking research—and written with Robinson’s
trademark wit and engaging style—Creative Schools will inspire teachers, parents,
and policy makers alike to rethink the real nature and purpose of education. From
the Hardcover edition.

Creating Innovators
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This book provides a guide for a long-overdue public dialogue about why and how
we need to reinvent our nation's schools. How has the world changed for our
children; what do all students need to know in light of these changes; how do we
hold students and schools accountable for results; what do good schools look like;
and what must leaders do to create more of these schools? These are some of the
questions that drive this book. The answers emerging to these questions may
surprise many. The most successful public schools of the 21st century look a lot
more like our 19th century village schools than our current factory model of
schooling. This book describes these "new village schools" that have been created
in the last decade and suggests that they are a prototype for the schools of the
future.

Democratizing Innovation
Both enlightening and entertaining, Dr Max Mckeown delivers concise advice on
how to move from original insights to new ideas, and from new ideas to valuable
real-world innovation.You’ll learn how to increase creativity, understand the
psychology of thinking differently, encourage collaboration, co-create with
customers, overcome indifference, create an idea-hungry culture, rid yourself of
creativity zombies and get to innovation paradise. Drawing on over 30 years of the
author's research and experience, this honest, straight-to-the-point playbook can
be dipped into or read cover to cover, giving you important reminders and
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guidance in how to make new ideas useful. Are you ready to change the world?

How Schools Change
Innovations in Competitive Manufacturing is an examination of manufacturing
innovations - both technical and knowledge-based. Over the recent past,
technology has created dramatic changes in manufacturing. As a result, the book
focuses on the use of technology in gaining competitive advantage in global
manufacturing. Forty topics are surveyed in the book, organized into thirteen
chapters. Each topic is a carefully written account by one or more leading
researchers in that area. This is the first systematic examination of the recent
innovations in manufacturing strategy and technology. In addition to providing an
understanding of these manufacturing innovations, the book underscores the
strategic importance of creating and sustaining the technological resources to
ensure a stable manufacturing economic base. The book's purpose is to examine
the elements that make today's manufacturers successful. Many examples from
industry throughout the book will enable the reader to appreciate and comprehend
the concepts presented in the article. In addition to the technical and innovative
information, implementation issues concerning new ideas and manufacturing
practices are explored within the topical discussions. Four in-depth descriptions of
real-life cases provide illustration of key principles. The book has been constructed
as a reference tool for manufacturing researchers, students, and practitioners.
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Hence, after reading the introduction `Innovation in Competitive Manufacturing:
From JIT to E-Business', any section or topic in the book can be consulted and/or
read in any sequence the reader may choose.

Change Leadership
Why can some organizations innovate time and again, while most cannot? You
might think the key to innovation is attracting exceptional creative talent. Or
making the right investments. Or breaking down organizational silos. All of these
things may help—but there’s only one way to ensure sustained innovation: you
need to lead it—and with a special kind of leadership. Collective Genius shows you
how. Preeminent leadership scholar Linda Hill, along with former Pixar tech wizard
Greg Brandeau, MIT researcher Emily Truelove, and Being the Boss coauthor Kent
Lineback, found among leaders a widely shared, and mistaken, assumption: that a
“good” leader in all other respects would also be an effective leader of innovation.
The truth is, leading innovation takes a distinctive kind of leadership, one that
unleashes and harnesses the “collective genius” of the people in the organization.
Using vivid stories of individual leaders at companies like Volkswagen, Google,
eBay, and Pfizer, as well as nonprofits and international government agencies, the
authors show how successful leaders of innovation don’t create a vision and try to
make innovation happen themselves. Rather, they create and sustain a culture
where innovation is allowed to happen again and again—an environment where
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people are both willing and able to do the hard work that innovative problem
solving requires. Collective Genius will not only inspire you; it will give you the
concrete, practical guidance you need to build innovation into the fabric of your
business.

The Innovator's Method
Prepare your students for the globalized world! To succeed in the global economy,
students need to function as entrepreneurs: resourceful, flexible and creative.
Researcher and Professor Yong Zhao unlocks the secrets to cultivating
independent thinkers who are willing and able to create jobs and contribute
positively to the globalized society. This book shows how teachers, administrators
and even parents can: Understand the entrepreneurial spirit and harness it Foster
student autonomy and leadership Champion inventive learners with necessary
resources Develop global partners and resources

Most Likely to Succeed
Clayton M. Christensen, the author of such business classics as The Innovator’s
Dilemma and the New York Times bestseller How Will You Measure Your Life, and
co-authors Efosa Ojomo and Karen Dillon reveal why so many investments in
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economic development fail to generate sustainable prosperity, and offers a
groundbreaking solution for true and lasting change. Global poverty is one of the
world’s most vexing problems. For decades, we’ve assumed smart, wellintentioned people will eventually be able to change the economic trajectory of
poor countries. From education to healthcare, infrastructure to eradicating
corruption, too many solutions rely on trial and error. Essentially, the plan is often
to identify areas that need help, flood them with resources, and hope to see
change over time. But hope is not an effective strategy. Clayton M. Christensen
and his co-authors reveal a paradox at the heart of our approach to solving
poverty. While noble, our current solutions are not producing consistent results,
and in some cases, have exacerbated the problem. At least twenty countries that
have received billions of dollars’ worth of aid are poorer now. Applying the rigorous
and theory-driven analysis he is known for, Christensen suggests a better way. The
right kind of innovation not only builds companies—but also builds countries. The
Prosperity Paradox identifies the limits of common economic development models,
which tend to be top-down efforts, and offers a new framework for economic
growth based on entrepreneurship and market-creating innovation. Christensen,
Ojomo, and Dillon use successful examples from America’s own economic
development, including Ford, Eastman Kodak, and Singer Sewing Machines, and
shows how similar models have worked in other regions such as Japan, South
Korea, Nigeria, Rwanda, India, Argentina, and Mexico. The ideas in this book will
help companies desperate for real, long-term growth see actual, sustainable
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progress where they’ve failed before. But The Prosperity Paradox is more than a
business book; it is a call to action for anyone who wants a fresh take for making
the world a better and more prosperous place.

Design, Make, Play
From the founder of Harvard's Change Leadership Group comes a provocative look
at why innovation is today's most essential real-world skill and what young people
need to become innovators.

The Innovator's Prescription: A Disruptive Solution for Health
Care
Innovation principles to bring about meaningful and sustainablegrowth in your
organization Using a list of more than 2,000 successful innovations,including
Cirque du Soleil, early IBM mainframes, the Ford Model-T,and many more, the
authors applied a proprietary algorithm anddetermined ten meaningful
groupings—the Ten Types ofInnovation—that provided insight into innovation. The
TenTypes of Innovation explores these insights to diagnosepatterns of innovation
within industries, to identify innovationopportunities, and to evaluate how firms are
performing againstcompetitors. The framework has proven to be one of the
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mostenduring and useful ways to start thinking abouttransformation. Details how
you can use these innovation principles to bringabout meaningful—and
sustainable—growth within yourorganization Author Larry Keeley is a world
renowned speaker, innovationconsultant, and president and co-founder of Doblin,
the innovationpractice of Monitor Group; BusinessWeek named Keeley one of
sevenInnovation Gurus who are changing the field The Ten Types of Innovation
concept has influenced thousands ofexecutives and companies around the world
since its discovery in1998. The Ten Types of Innovation is the first bookexplaining
how to implement it.

Learning by Heart
The first edition of How Schools Change chronicled the efforts of three very
different high schools to improve teaching and learning in the early 1990's. Now, in
a new second edition, Wagner concisely summarizes the decade-long history of
education reform efforts and revisits the three communities at the beginning of a
new century.

China's Technology Innovators
Have you ever come up with an idea for a new product or service but didn’t take
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any action because you thought it would be too risky? Or at work, have you had
what you thought could be a big idea for your company—perhaps changing the
way you develop or distribute a product, provide customer service, or hire and
train your employees? If you have, but you haven’t known how to take the next
step, you need to understand what the authors call the innovator’s method—a set
of tools emerging from lean start-up, design thinking, and agile software
development that are revolutionizing how new ideas are created, refined, and
brought to market. To date these tools have helped entrepreneurs, designers, and
software developers manage uncertainty—through cheap and rapid experiments
that systematically lower failure rates and risk. But many managers and leaders
struggle to apply these powerful tools within their organizations, as they often run
counter to traditional managerial thinking and practice. Authors Nathan Furr and
Jeff Dyer wrote this book to address that very problem. Following the breakout
success of The Innovator’s DNA—which Dyer wrote with Hal Gregersen and
bestselling author Clay Christensen to provide a framework for generating
ideas—this book shows how to make those ideas actually happen, to
commercialize them for success. Based on their research inside corporations and
successful start-ups, Furr and Dyer developed the innovator’s method, an end-toend process for creating, refining, and bringing ideas to market. They show when
and how to apply the tools of their method, how to adapt them to your business,
and how to answer commonly asked questions about the method itself, including:
How do we know if this idea is worth pursuing? Have we found the right solution?
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What is the best business model for this new offering? This book focuses on the
“how”—how to test, how to validate, and how to commercialize ideas with the
lean, design, and agile techniques successful start-ups use. Whether you’re
launching a start-up, leading an established one, or simply working to get a new
product off the ground in an existing company, this book is for you.

What School Could Be
What is the best way for a company to innovate? That's exactly the wrong
question.The better question: How can organizations get the maximum possible
value from their innovationinvestments? Advice recommending "innovation
vacations" and the luxury of failure may bewonderful for organizations with time to
spend and money to waste. But this book addresses theinnovation priorities of
companies that live in the real world of limits. They want fast, frugal,and high
impact innovations. They don't just seek superior innovation, they want
superiorinnovators. In The Innovator's Hypothesis, innovation expertMichael
Schrage advocates a cultural and strategic shift: small teams,
collaboratively--andcompetitively -- crafting business experiments that make top
management sit up and take notice.Creativity within constraints -- clear deadlines
and clear deliverables -- is what seriousinnovation cultures do. Schrage introduces
the 5X5 framework: giving diverse teams of five people upto five days to come up
with portfolios of five business experiments costing no more than $5,000each and
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taking no longer than five weeks to run. The book describes multiple portfolios of
5X5experiments drawn from Schrage's advisory work and innovation workshops
worldwide. These includefinancial service approaches for improving customer
service and addressing security challenges; apharmaceutical company's
hypotheses for boosting regulatory compliance; and a diaper divisions'efforts to
give babies and parents alike better "diapering experiences" withglow-in-the-dark
adhesives, diagnostic capability, and bundled wipes. Schrage's5X5 is enterprise
innovation gone viral: Successful 5X5s make people more effective innovators,
andmore effective innovators mean more effective innovations.

The Human Side of Changing Education
Bring students, teachers, and administrators together to facilitate higher school
achievement Better Together presents a tour through one of the modern era’s
most important educational innovations, and provides smart strategy for working
optimally within the school network sphere. There are more than 50 high-quality
scaled charter networks in the U.S.; most share a learning model, professional
supports, and—increasingly—platform tools. Although these charter schools get
most of the attention, there are over a dozen other networks that connect district
schools and provide design principles, curriculum materials, technology tools, and
professional learning opportunities to streamline school improvement and help
build great new schools from scratch. This book details some of the many success
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stories, and includes expert analysis of learning models, strategies, and
innovations that are making quality scalable and helping schools produce more
positive student outcomes. Illustrative examples from the New Tech Network,
Summit Public Schools, Big Picture, and other big-name networks provide both
guidance and inspiration, while expert discussion clarifies essential details and
processes for implementation. Teachers and administrators will find much food for
thought both inside and outside of a school network system. Examine proven
learning models for scaled school networks Explore the latest innovations for more
effective collaborations Read success stories from school networks across the
country Learn smart strategies for optimizing the educational network experience
Digital platforms have transformed the way we connect with friends, family,
colleagues, and businesses. That revolution has finally come to education, opening
doors to collaboration, resource expansion, and school success. Better Together
explores beyond disruption to show how the U.S. K-12 system is truly evolving.

Knowmad Society
The Change Leadership Group at the Harvard School of Education has, through its
work with educators, developed a thoughtful approach to the transformation of
schools in the face of increasing demands for accountability. This book brings the
work of the Change Leadership Group to a broader audience, providing a
framework to analyze the work of school change and exercises that guide
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educators through the development of their practice as agents of change. It
exemplifies a new and powerful approach to leadership in schools.

The Prosperity Paradox
Most things we create will not matter. This book is about creating things that do,
from a master innovator who brings science and art together in his cutting edge
labs. Art and science are famous opposites. Contemporary innovation mostly keeps
them far apart. But in this book, David Edwards—world-renowned inventor;
Harvard professor of the practice of idea translation; creator of breathable insulin,
edible food packaging, and digital scents—reveals that the secret to creating very
new things of lasting benefit, including innovations we will need to sustain human
life on the planet, lies in perceiving art and science as one. Here Edwards shares
how he discovered a way of creating that transcends disciplines and incorporates
the principles of aesthetics. He introduces us to cutting-edge artists, musicians,
architects, physicists, mathematicians, engineers, chefs, choreographers, and
novelists (among others) and uncovers a three-step cycle they all share in creating
things that durably matter. This creator cycle looks unlike what we associate with
game-changing innovation today, and aligns the most expressive art and the most
revolutionary science in a radical reimagining of how we live. David Edwards and
the innovators he profiles belong to an emerging grassroots renaissance
flourishing in special environments that we all can make in our schools, companies
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and homes. Creating Things That Matter is a book for anyone wondering what
tomorrow might be, and at last half believing that what they do can make a
difference.

Making the Grade
Design, Make, Play: Growing the Next Generation of STEM Innovators is a resource
for practitioners, policymakers, researchers and program developers that
illuminates creative, cutting edge ways to inspire and motivate young people about
science and technology learning. The book is aligned with the National Research
Council’s new Framework for Science Education, which includes an explicit focus
on engineering and design content, as well as integration across disciplines.
Extensive case studies explore real world examples of innovative programs that
take place in a variety of settings, including schools, museums, community
centers, and virtual spaces. Design, Make, and Play are presented as learning
methodologies that have the power to rekindle children’s intrinsic motivation and
innate curiosity about STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
fields. A digital companion app showcases rich multimedia that brings the stories
and successes of each program—and the students who learn there—to life.

Creating Innovators
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Any organisation looking to succeed in the global digital economy of today - and
tomorrow - must innovate. Innovation introduces the global pioneers whose ideas
and products have driven the changes that have revolutionised our world in every
field. It showcases the pioneers who have broken the mould and led the pack in
every field from business and technology to food, fashion, culture and healthcare.
Drawing on exclusive interviews with more than 100 leading innovators from
around the world, Innovation highlights the common denominators linking these
highly creative people. It presents the inside track on who's done what, how they
did it, what drives them on, and why innovation is so critical to individuals,
businesses and to society as a whole. This book is a fascinating, fast-paced read
and more importantly, it will empower you and your business to be more
innovative too.

Innovation
Knowmad Society explores the future of learning, work, and how we relate with
each other in a world driven by accelerating change, value networks, and the rise
of knowmads. Knowmads are nomadic knowledge workers: Creative, imaginative,
and innovative people who can work with almost anybody, anytime, and anywhere.
The jobs associated with 21st century knowledge and innovation workers have
become much less specific concerning task and place, but require more valuegenerative applications of what they know. The office as we know it is gone.
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Schools and other learning spaces will follow next. In this book, nine authors from
three continents, ranging from academics to business leaders, share their visions
for the future of learning and work. Educational and organizational implications are
uncovered, experiences are shared, and the contributors explore what it's going to
take for individuals, organizations, and nations to succeed in Knowmad Society.

Creating Innovators
From a prominent educator, author, and founder of Harvard’s Change Leadership
Group comes a provocative look at why innovation is today’s most essential realworld skill and what young people need from parents, teachers, and employers to
become the innovators of America’s future. In this groundbreaking book, education
expert Tony Wagner provides a powerful rationale for developing an innovationdriven economy. He explores what parents, teachers, and employers must do to
develop the capacities of young people to become innovators. In profiling
compelling young American innovators such as Kirk Phelps, product manager for
Apple’s first iPhone, and Jodie Wu, who founded a company that builds bicyclepowered maize shellers in Tanzania, Wagner reveals how the adults in their lives
nurtured their creativity and sparked their imaginations, while teaching them to
learn from failures and persevere. Wagner identifies a pattern—a childhood of
creative play leads to deep-seated interests, which in adolescence and adulthood
blossom into a deeper purpose for career and life goals. Play, passion, and
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purpose: These are the forces that drive young innovators. Wagner shows how we
can apply this knowledge as educators and what parents can do to compensate for
poor schooling. He takes readers into the most forward-thinking schools, colleges,
and workplaces in the country, where teachers and employers are developing
cultures of innovation based on collaboration, interdisciplinary problem-solving,
and intrinsic motivation. The result is a timely, provocative, and inspiring manifesto
that will change how we look at our schools and workplaces, and provide us with a
road map for creating the change makers of tomorrow. Creating Innovators will
feature its own innovative elements: more than sixty original videos that expand
on key ideas in the book through interviews with young innovators, teachers,
writers, CEOs, and entrepreneurs, including Thomas Friedman, Dean Kamen, and
Annmarie Neal. Produced by filmmaker Robert A. Compton, the videos are
accessible via links and QR codes placed throughout the eBook text or by visiting
www.creatinginnovators.com.

The Global Achievement Gap
An innovation classic. From Steve Jobs to Jeff Bezos, Clay Christensen’s work
continues to underpin today’s most innovative leaders and organizations. A
seminal work on disruption—for everyone confronting the growth paradox. For
readers of the bestselling The Innovator’s Dilemma—and beyond—this definitive
work will help anyone trying to transform their business right now. In The
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Innovator’s Solution, Clayton Christensen and Michael Raynor expand on the idea
of disruption, explaining how companies can and should become disruptors
themselves. This classic work shows just how timely and relevant these ideas
continue to be in today’s hyper-accelerated business environment. Christensen
and Raynor give advice on the business decisions crucial to achieving truly
disruptive growth and propose guidelines for developing your own disruptive
growth engine. The authors identify the forces that cause managers to make bad
decisions as they package and shape new ideas—and offer new frameworks to
help create the right conditions, at the right time, for a disruption to succeed. This
is a must-read for all senior managers and business leaders responsible for
innovation and growth, as well as members of their teams. Based on in-depth
research and theories tested in hundreds of companies across many industries,
The Innovator’s Solution is a necessary addition to any innovation library—and an
essential read for entrepreneurs and business builders worldwide.

Leverage Leadership
Trend-Driven Innovation Beat accelerating customer expectations. Every business
leader, entrepreneur, innovator, and marketer wants to know where customers are
headed. The problem? The received wisdom on how to find out is wrong. In this
startling new book, the team at TrendWatching share a powerful, counter-intuitive
truth: to discover what people want next, stop looking at customers and start
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looking at businesses. That means learning how to draw powerful insights from the
way leading brands and disruptive startups—from Apple to Uber, Chipotle to
Patagonia—redefine customer expectations. Sharing the secrets that have led
thousands of the world's most successful brands and agencies to rely on
TrendWatching for over a decade, Trend-Driven Innovation is the book that will
reconfigure your view of the business world forever. You'll learn: How to spot
emerging trends using three crucial building blocks, and how to recognize the
expectation gaps that herald opportunity. Why most professionals focus on
precisely the wrong trends and innovations, and how to avoid this. How to turn
trends and insights into innovations that customers will love. Amid the endless
change that defines today's business environment, opportunity is everywhere.
Highly practical, and featuring real-world examples from around the world, TrendDriven Innovation is the actionable, battle-tested manual that will enable you
harness those opportunities time after time. Setting you up to build an organization
that matters, products customers love, and campaigns people can't stop talking
about.

From Cover to Cover
Make change humanly possible When we ask schools to change, we are asking
human beings to change and this requires special tools and a human-centered
approach. Change the heart of the system by enabling the hearts and minds of
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those who make schools work. Learn to make sense of challenging change
journeys and accelerate implementation with this practical framework that includes
human-centered tools, resources and mini case studies. Understand why
resistance is to be expected and how to get through it. Discover three different
kinds of change strategies and when to use which one Learn how to use the
“messy middle” of change, where real transformation happens. "Julie Wilson dares
to turn common sense into an action plan. This is an urgent, important book for all
educators and parents." Seth Godin, Author "Julie Wilson is both a visionary and a
pragmatist. Her book is a wonderfully clear and concise guide for leaders who seek
to navigate the road to educational transformation." Tony Wagner, Author

Collective Genius
A book that explores the problematic connection between education policy and
practice while pointing in the direction of a more fruitful relationship, Inside the
Black Box of Classroom Practice is a provocative culminating statement from one
of America's most insightful education scholars and leaders. Inside the Black Box of
Classroom Practice takes as its starting point a strikingly blunt question: "With so
many major structural changes in U.S. public schools over the past century, why
have classroom practices been largely stable, with a modest blending of new and
old teaching practices, leaving contemporary classroom lessons familiar to earlier
generations of school-goers?" It is a question that ought to be of paramount
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interest to all who are interested in school reform in the United States. It is also a
question that comes naturally to Larry Cuban, whose much-admired books have
focused on various aspects of school reform--their promises, wrong turns, partial
successes, and troubling failures. In this book, he returns to this territory, but
trains his focus on the still baffling fact that policy reforms--no matter how
ambitious or determined--have generally had little effect on classroom conduct and
practice. Cuban explores this problem from a variety of angles. Several chapters
look at how teachers, in responding to major policy initiatives, persistently adopt
changes and alter particular routine practices while leaving dominant ways of
teaching largely undisturbed. Other chapters contrast recent changes in clinical
medical practice with those in classroom teaching, comparing the practical effects
of varying medical and education policies. The book's concluding chapter distills
important insights from these various explorations, taking us inside the "black box"
of the book's title: those workings that have repeatedly transformed dramatic
policy initiatives into familiar--and largely unchanged--classroom practices.

Building Connected Communities of Care
Makerspaces: Your questions answered here! Get the nuts and bolts on imagining,
planning, creating, and managing a cutting-edge Makerspace for your school
community. Nationally recognized expert Laura Fleming provides all the answers in
this breakthrough guide. From inception through implementation, you’ll find
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invaluable guidance for creating a vibrant Makerspace on any budget. Practical
strategies and anecdotal examples help you: Create an action plan for your own
personalized Makerspace Align activities to standards Showcase student creations
Use this must-have guide to painlessly build a robust, unique learning environment
that puts learning back in the hands of your students!

Ten Types of Innovation
Innovation is rapidly becoming democratized. Users, aided by improvements in
computer and communications technology, increasingly can develop their own new
products and services. Eric von Hippel looks closely at this emerging system of
user-centred innovation.

Worlds of Making
An inspiring account of teachers in ordinary circumstances doing extraordinary
things, showing us how to transform education What School Could Be offers an
inspiring vision of what our teachers and students can accomplish if trusted with
the challenge of developing the skills and ways of thinking needed to thrive in a
world of dizzying technological change. Innovation expert Ted Dintersmith took an
unprecedented trip across America, visiting all fifty states in a single school year.
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He originally set out to raise awareness about the urgent need to reimagine
education to prepare students for a world marked by innovation--but America's
teachers one-upped him. All across the country, he met teachers in ordinary
settings doing extraordinary things, creating innovative classrooms where children
learn deeply and joyously as they gain purpose, agency, essential skillsets and
mindsets, and real knowledge. Together, these new ways of teaching and learning
offer a vision of what school could be—and a model for transforming schools
throughout the United States and beyond. Better yet, teachers and parents don't
have to wait for the revolution to come from above. They can readily implement
small changes that can make a big difference. America's clock is ticking. Our
archaic model of education trains our kids for a world that no longer exists, and
accelerating advances in technology are eliminating millions of jobs. But the
trailblazing of many American educators gives us reasons for hope. Capturing bold
ideas from teachers and classrooms across America, What School Could Be
provides a realistic and profoundly optimistic roadmap for creating cultures of
innovation and real learning in all our schools.

Innovation
Reveals the importance of innovation in American global competitiveness, profiling
some of today's most compelling young innovators while explaining how they have
succeeded through the unconventional methods of parents, teachers, and
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mentors.

The Innovators
Serial Innovators: How Individuals Create and Deliver Breakthrough Innovations in
Mature Firms zeros in on the cutting-edge thinkers who repeatedly create and
deliver breakthrough innovations and new products in large, mature organizations.
These employees are organizational powerhouses who solve consumer problems
and substantially contribute to the financial value to their firms. In this pioneering
study, authors Abbie Griffin, Raymond L. Price, and Bruce A. Vojak detail who these
serial innovators are and how they develop novel products, ranging from salt-free
seasonings to improved electronics in companies such as Alberto Culver, HewlettPackard, and Procter & Gamble. Based on interviews with over 50 serial innovators
and an even larger pool of their co-workers, managers and human resources
teams, the authors reveal key insights about how to better understand, emulate,
enable, support, and manage these unique and important individuals for long-term
corporate success. Interestingly, the book finds that serial innovators are
instrumental both in cases where firms are aware of clear market demands, and in
scenarios when companies take risks on new investments, creating a consumer
need. For over 25 years, research on innovation has taken the perspective that
new product development can be managed like any other (complex) process of the
firm. While a highly structured and closely supervised approach is helpful in
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creating incremental innovations, this book finds that it is not conducive to
creating breakthrough innovations. The text argues that the drive to routinize
innovation has gone too far; in fact, so far as to limit many mature firms' ability to
create breakthrough innovations. In today's economy, with the future of so many
large firms on the line, this book is a clarion call to businesses to rethink how to
nurture and thrive on their innovative workforce.

Inside the Black Box of Classroom Practice
Tony Wagner is an eminent education specialist: he's taught at Harvard and MIT;
done significant work for the Gates Foundation; and speaks across the USA and all
over the world. But before he found his success, Tony was kicked out of middle
school, expelled from high school, and dropped out of two colleges. Learning by
Heart is his powerful account of his years as a student and teacher. His story is one
that sheds light on several critical issues facing today's educators and parents, and
reminds us that trial and error, resilience, and respect for the individual, is at the
very heart of all teaching and learning.

Creating Things That Matter
"Tony Wagner and venture capitalist Ted Dintersmith call for a complete overhaul
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of the function and focus of American schools, sharing insights and stories from the
front lines, including profiles of successful students, teachers, parents, and
business leaders. [The book proposes] a new vision of American education, one
that puts wonder, creativity, and initiative at the very heart of the learning process
and prepares students for today's economy"--
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